Tiz Creel Statement !

!

My mission as an artist is to make, accessible and inclusive, make art to understand something,
make art to contribute in the reinvention of the current conception of the world. By creating ludic
and interactive pieces of art I expect to incite a dialogue within the public. As the piece connects,
thought generates, it leaves no space to remain apathetical. Let the people be astonished in a
world where nothing is surprising anymore.!

!

In that sense, my art will provoke a thought on the world, on themselves or just about the
obsolesce of the thought. The spectators become part of the piece and by their own actions and
interactions. This, will lead them to their own conclusions as they complete the tasks that are all
themed to a general concern, an idea, proposal or about life itself. I want to create and encourage
creativity, imagination, critical thought, empathy and knowledge; as a statement, as a way of life,
as a belief, as a constant search. To empower the people with thoughts and not with the current
symbols of power. I can´t accept living in a world with a precarious moral, where there is no
empathy, and no value towards knowledge and culture. All my efforts will be directed to this matter.

!I believe, art and philosophy should be close related to any profession. Making an art of politics,

finance, medicine, education… Art has the role to explore beyond its set and imposed boundaries
to be able to imagine future sights where they do not exist. It´s important to promote art beyond the
arts to promote people to break the current parameters. Is difficult to imagine something that does
not exist, but not impossible.

!PS. I come from the megalopolis of Mexico City, categorized by chaotic, surreal, unique. The
variety of things you can understand just for walking around are infinite.The cultural shock that
happens with classism, religion, violence, corruption, poverty, impunity is distinguished, still very
human. There is more that meets the eye, the Mexican is a fighter, hardworking, solitary, empathic,
loving and ingenious. I am proud of my background.

